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this week
STUDENT UNION PLAZA

C.A.R.E. WALK
The C.A.R.E. Walk is an annual event hosted by the Panhellenic Council. C.A.R.E. stands for
Cancer Awareness Research and
Education. The walk is a two-mile
all-female walk through campus. It
will begin and end at the Student
Union Plaza.

BILL CLINTON
SPEAKS ON
CAMPUS TODAY

3:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM

PORTER L. FORTUNE JR.
SYMPOSIUM:
CONFERENCE ON THE
CIVIL WAR
This conference, one of our annual series on Civil War topics,
marks the beginning of the sesquicentennial commemoration of the
Sectional Crisis.
AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Courtesy of Bob McNeely | The White House

BY RACHEL JOHNSON
The Daily Mississippian

Former President Bill Clinton will appear today at the Grove stage from 11 a.m. -1 p.m. for
a rally to endorse Congressman Travis Childers
and speak about the importance of voting.
Congressman Childers’ office said they weren’t
sure what the content of the Childers’ speech at
the rally would be, but it will most likely focus
on the importance of voting. They were also
not sure if the Congressman would take any
time to discuss his platform for the upcoming
election.
The office did not have any information on
former President Clinton’s schedule in Oxford,
or on how long he would be staying in Oxford.
The visit was not coordinated with the UM
College Democrats Club, but members are excited about seeing two Democratic leaders on
campus.
Junior history and Spanish major Camille
Lesseig is vice president of the College Democrats.
“I’m excited for the visit and am interested as
to what Clinton says specifically as his visit has
been prefaced as a talk about the importance of
voting,” Lesseig said.
The Mississippi Immigrant Rights Alliance
(MIRA) is planning on gathering UM students
to make signs and have a presence at the rally to
push Congressman Childers to take a stand on
real immigration reform.
Lily Axelrod, a member of the MIRA organization for North Mississippi, is organizing the
group’s presence at the rally.
She said, “The main point to make is that
Childers has been silent on this issue, and it’s
Democrats’ responsibility to take a stand for
worker’s rights. Clinton has also been outspoken
about human rights and workers’ rights so we’d
like to use his presence to influence Childers to
take a stand on this issue.”
According to Axelrod, DeSoto county has one
of the fastest growing immigrant populations in
the state, so Childers’ own constituents are affected by immigration law. “I’ve been hearing
from a lot of residents of Desoto county who
have been arbitrarily detained. This is really
something he should be paying attention to,”
Axelrod said.

Simeon Wright speaks about the events of the night Emmett Till was abducted in a discussion on Wednesday. Wright is the cousin of Till and was one of the last people to see him alive.

OHS supports bond for school expansion
BY DONICA PHIFER
The Daily Mississippian

It’s official: Oxford High
School is educating more
students than it can hold.
Throughout the 2009-2010
school year, students attended classes in crowded conditions. Then, a five-percent
increase in students over the
summer months meant the
already stuffed high school
is in critical need of expansion.
“The capacity for the high
school is around 825. To
date, we have 902 students,”
Kim Stansy, Oxford School
District
Superintendent,
said.
Seventy-seven students represent the difference, and
attempts to expand the campus of Oxford High School
have been ongoing since July
2009.
Each month, the school
board has met multiple
times to discuss solutions
for alleviating the crowding at Oxford High School
and Oxford Middle School,
Stansy said.
Proposed solutions included purchasing extra land to
expand in the current location on Bramlett Boulevard.
According to the Oxford
School District Web site,
plumbing issues and the lack
of available land near the
school made the proposal
unfeasible — even if land
were gained through eminent domain.
Structural problems ended
an idea to expand the cam-

pus by building an additional floor.
Striking out on those ideas
brought the school board to
the $30 million bond referendum.
“This has to be done now
to be proactive. We don’t
want to wait,” said Robyn
Tannehill, an Oxford School
District mother heading the
bond committee to inform
local residents about the
Oct. 26 vote.
The committee was formed
to raise awareness of the
bond referendum, primarily
through posters, brochures
and word of mouth.
“I get a lot of questions.
They are worried about the
money, but we’ve been pleasantly surprised at the support,” Tannehill said.
Faculty and parents are extremely enthusiastic, Stansy
said.
“They see the need on a
daily basis and understand
why we need to do this,”
Stansy said.
Expectations are that the
current freshman class at
OHS would enter their junior year in the new facility.
Once the new high school
is built, the current OHS
would house 600 seventh
and eighth graders, according to the Web site. Fifth and
sixth grade would remain at
OMS, and Della Davidson
Elementary would house
third and fourth. Oxford Elementary would house first
and second, leaving Bramlett exclusively for kindergar-

ten and reducing its student
population by 300 students.
Placing the students on the
OHS campus would also
allow access to the athletic
facilities that are currently
unavailable to the middle
school.
OHS would continue to
use the current facilities.
The bond does not include
building fields or courts at
the new site.
The $30 million bond
would be paid back over
20 years, costing the average home owner $68 per
$100,000 of home value,
according to the Oxford
School District Web site.
Currently, homeowners pay
$56 a year per $100,000 of
home value.
If passed, the increase would
begin in January 2011.
But what if the bond fails?
“If the bond fails, the school
board will go back to the
capital improvement plan
and make revisions based on
what we can afford. I fear
that modular or portable
classrooms may become a
reality for most of our campuses to alleviate overcrowding,” Stansy said.
Modular classrooms cost
the district $80,000 to
$100,000 each school year.
Tannehill remains hopeful
that the bond will pass.
“It is something that has to
be done. This isn’t a ‘build
it and they will come‘ situation, this is ‘build it because
they are coming,” Tannehill
said.

No registration required;
all sessions are free.
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Letters to the editor
I’d like to congratulate the DM for
dealing with their blunder in such a
diplomatic manner.
It is often hard to remember even
as pupils ourselves that those running
the DM are both full-time workers
and full-time students.
They garner little praise when the
paper prints swimmingly but take
heaps of criticism when things do
not always go as planned.
And yet, as I picked up another
copy (we all still did), I laughed,
greatly appreciating Joseph Katool’s
humor and the Daily Mississippian’s
audacity to take a jab at themselves.
We, as students and faculty, hold
the DM accountable because we want
it to be the very best, and while mistakes are sometimes made, Katool’s
cartoon went a long way to save face.
At least, “it be enough” in my eyes.
David McDowell
Ole Miss ‘11

T H E

account executives

The students leading the Ole Miss on-field
mascot selection have put out the options
and we have voted. I applaud the initiative
and appreciate the hard work of these campus leaders. Along with the rest of the Ole
Miss faithful, I anxiously await the result
of their hard work. However, the winning
option will need some improvement before
it takes the field.
First, “Land Shark” is not only a brand
of beer and a Saturday Night Live character, but a really hokey name. Ole Miss has
communicated through feedback and focus
groups the desire not to have a hokey mascot. If the shark were chosen, using a bull
shark would be much better. Bull sharks
frequent the state’s coast and are considered
by many to be the most dangerous sharks
in the world. These sharks are even audacious enough to swim up the Mississippi
River (some as far as Illinois) to menace riverbanks and inspire modern folklore. If the
background story and name were changed,
this would better supplement the “fins up”
origin and become an acceptable idea with
a unique tie to the state.
Second, there is Hotty Toddy. Hotty Toddy is something that is truly Ole Miss. It
is a tradition, a cheer, a greeting; it is some-

thing all Rebels share and hold dear. Hotty
Toddy is not an alien-like person covered in
grey spandex and fake muscles doing flips
and dunks in a basketball outfit. This idea
takes a time-honored tradition and directly
relates it to something trendy and hokey.
The selection committee would be best
served to change the name to something
else, leaving Hotty Toddy to stand alone.
Finally, the black bear has a good Faulkner
back-story, but the teddy bear addition is
asking for mockery. This idea could be improved by removing the teddy bear reference. The committee is better served sticking to the Faulkner tie-in and illustrating
the fact they still roam in the state (as rebels
against the encroachment of man into their
habitat, like Faulkner’s Old Ben, I’m sure).
I hope the points are taken into consideration during the final stage of development
so that our mascot is the best it can be.
Whatever the final result, it will be good to
have an on-field mascot again. Thanks to
the students who worked so hard to make a
positive impact on Ole Miss.
Hotty Toddy!
P. E. Porter, Jr.
Ole Miss, ‘00
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YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT
BY KATHLEEN BROWN
The Daily Mississippian

Everyone loves to eat.
It is a basic human necessity
that we give our body fuel to
function. It brings families together and makes most occasions fun and memorable.
We are spoiled though, and
tend not to know (or perhaps care) about where our
food comes from. When you
go through McDonald’s, or
any fast food establishment of
your choosing, and order that
double cheeseburger, I bet you
don’t even consider where the
cow you’re eating came from.
I bet you don’t think about
what chicken those nuggets
came from. I also bet if you
knew where they came from,
you would never eat meat
again.
Not too long ago, the picture of the quintessential “Old
McDonald’s Farm” was actually how farming occurred. A
single family worked together
to raise the few animals they
had. When those animals had
matured and were ready to be
slaughtered, the family would
do that also. They would keep
the meat and eggs that they
needed for them, and then sell
the rest at a local market. The
sad truth is those days are long
gone and will probably never
come back.
The type of farming we have
now is known as factory farming. It is what it sounds like.
Animals are kept in extremely crowded livestock houses
and pumped full of synthetic

growth hormones and antibiotics. These animals will never
see the light of day. When they
have reached their peak weight,
they are sent to the slaughterhouse. They will then be
slaughtered — most while still
fully conscious.
After that, the meat will be
processed. Most likely it will
be mechanically separated
(meaning blended with bones,
tendons, and guts included),
soaked in ammonia to kill bacteria, artificial flavor added,
and then dyed to make it the
chicken nugget color we all
know and love. Mmmmm. Delicious.
If that doesn’t turn your stomach, perhaps this will. Most of
our modern food epidemics are
directly related to the unsanitary and inhumane conditions
on factory farms. The H1N1
virus that most of us came into
contact with last year has been
found to have originated at a
North Carolina pig farm.
Think that our food standards
are the highest in the world?
Think again.
Let me throw some USDA
statistics at you. To begin, 89
percent of all beef patties have
traces of E. coli in them. Ninety
percent of all U.S.-bred chickens have cancer at the time of
slaughter. Nearly 600 people
die every year from salmonella
poisoning.
If you happen to become sick
from one of these food-originated illnesses, then God help
you. Because of the unsanitary
and close living conditions the

animals are kept in, the farmers decided to give them antibiotics to keep them alive long
enough to be killed. Naturally,
they began working up immunity to the diseases. This made
its way to humans as well. In
a span of 38 years, the resistance to staph infections has
increased by nearly 90 percent.
This has almost nothing to do
with eating meat. It has everything to do with how the meat
you eat is produced. Factory
farming is the rule now, not
the exception. Because of this
assembly-line philosophy when
it comes to meat production,
corporations are most interested in getting the most for the
least amount of money. Sure
meat prices are low, but what
are you really getting in exchange for saving a few bucks?
I am not trying to convert you
into giving up meat. I just want
you to start considering what
you’re actually eating. If factory
farming didn’t exist, being vegetarian would become a completely moral issue. But that is
simply not the case at present.
If you’re dead set on eating
animals, do so responsibly. Buy
local meat and dairy products.
Right here in Oxford we have
an amazing farmer’s market
that features locally procured
meat and dairy products. Become informed on what you’re
putting into your body. You
can make a conscious choice
at every meal — whether you
are going to support suffering
and disease, or happiness and
health.
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The United States of Culture
The United
States is a pretty awesome
place, and I
stand firmly by
that statement.
BY MATTHEW
Sure, there will
HENRY
always be probColumnist
lems to fix, but
if there were no
flaws, politics would be boring.
Political and socioeconomic issues
aside, the one thing that the United
States has going for it is the culture.
Living abroad (granted, I’m in an extremely “western” city), I have seen
just how much the United States has
on other cultures.
Every day, I pass by a Burger King
and a movie theater showcasing one
or two UK movies and ten American
movies. The music played at restaurants and bars is the same you would
find on any American radio station.
I have even seen advertisements for
shows such as Glee and House in the
newspaper.
The simple fact is our greatest export is not corn or steel, but culture.
We tend not to think of things existing on a larger scale in the United
States. We see a hit song or movie
and think only of its popularity
within the US. Movies like Avatar
that made more than $750 million
in the United States (which is more
than any other movie), but it also
made another $2 billion (with a B)
internationally.
The music, television shows, and
movies we make are no longer limited to just an American audience.
Yes, I have watched a good amount

of UK television while I have been
in Edinburgh. While there are several good shows on channels like the
BBC, it pales in comparison to the
shows back home.
I find myself going to Hulu or
ComedyCentral.com to watch the
latest House or Daily Show. In fact,
I just learned that the Daily Show is
an extremely popular show in the
United Kingdom.
Now with that being said, I am
certainly biased towards the culture
that I grew up in, and naturally prefer American shows to British shows.
But what has surprised me is finding
out that a lot of British people prefer
American shows as well.
Obviously we are doing something
correctly, yet there is a flip side. It is
a great thing that the United States
is in such a powerful cultural position, but at the same time, people
abroad get a skewed version of what
the United States truly is.
Think for a second about the lyrics
in the top 10 songs or the plot of any
American movie. We are not nearly
as extreme or hilarious as the music,
TV shows, and movies portray us to
be.
We can stand there and gloat because we are so great that other
people like what we create, but what
sort of image are we portraying to
the rest of the world?
The United States is not popular in
all parts of Europe, or the world for
that matter.
As I said in the beginning, the United States is an awesome place, but we
need to do a better job of conveying
who we truly are to people abroad.

Alice & Co.
Hair • Skin • Nails
Color Specialist
1729 University Avenue • 234-3896
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OLE MISS FRATERNITY HELPS LEAP FROG PROGRAM
BY MALLORY SIMERVILLE
The Daily Mississippian

Four days a week 95 first and
second graders and 95 volunteers meet at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church and OxfordUniversity United Methodist
Church to participate in the
Leap Frog program.
Donations – specifically
snacks – are key to keeping
the program running.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church
was providing snacks for every
session until another organization stepped in to provide
snacks for the students on
Monday and Wednesday.
But when the original organization fell through, Teresa Adams, director of the Leap Frog
program in Oxford, was in

search for other organizations
to aid Leap Frog.
“I sent out an e-mail to all
the Monday/Wednesday volunteers, and just said we had
a sponsor but it fell through,
so if you or a group you are involved with would like to help,
let me know,” Adams said.
According to Adams, the response was small at first.
“A lot of girls responded and
said they would bring snacks
this day and that day,” Adams
said.
Adams then received a call
from Ole Miss senior Jake
Chandler, the current chapter
president of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
“I have always known that
Leap Frog did a lot for the community, some of my friends in

sororities helped in Leap Frog
once a week and brought it to
my attention,” Chandler said.
“I decided it was a good idea
to actually help them out for
once.”
Adams and Chandler discussed many options for how
ATO could sponsor snacks.
“The whole time I just kept
thinking, now I don’t know
how much you want to spend,
I know this is asking a lot, but
he was very nice and accommodating,” Adams said.
Leap Frog has already received
a check for this semester.
Chandler said ATO has paid
for the snacks this semester,
and already agreed to do it for
next semester, too.
“Which is amazing, because
that is about a $1,000 dona-

tion,” Adams said. “I was very
impressed with his enthusiasm.”
To Adams, the most impressive thing is that the fraternity
will not receive anything in return for such a large contribution.
“Them donating this much
money isn’t affecting them directly,” Adams said.
But according to Chandler,
Leap Frog has given so much
to the community and he simply wanted a way to give back
to Leap Frog.
Adams said that they appreciated the donations.
Leap Frog is a nonprofit afterschool tutoring and enrichment program, Adams said.
The program began in the
late 1980s with only 12 stu-

dents as an outreach program
of St. Peter’s. Currently, it aids
students in Oxford and Lafayette County.
The program is dedicated to
offering elementary students
free tutoring.
They come in two days a week
and sit with a volunteer, have a
snack and then play for the remaining part of the session.
Because Leap Frog is a nonprofit, community members
and local organizations provide all of their funding.
The host sites, St. Peter’s Episcopal and Oxford-University
UMC, provide space and annual financial support.
If interested in the Leap Frog
program or in volunteering, go
to www.theleapfrogprogram.
org for more information.
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They were inspired by the miners’ fortitude and camaraderie.
They were amazed by the engineering feat that saved the men’s
lives. And they were grateful for
some good news for a change.
From Australia to the coal fields
of Appalachia, people in seemingly every corner of the world
followed the Chilean miners’ rescue Wednesday on TV and the
Internet, and many were uplifted
by the experience.
“It’s a heartwarming story. It’s
family values. It’s leadership. It’s
everything that we should have
here,” Mark Vannucci said as he
watched on a TV at a restaurant
in New York’s Times Square. His
wife, Susan, said: “Instead of those

guys in the mine turning on each
other, they worked together, they
bonded.”
The riveting images of the men
being brought to the surface to
see the sun, breathe fresh air and
hug their loved ones for the first
time in two months were broadcast live to millions of people in
the U.S. and across much of the
Middle East, Asia, Europe and
Africa throughout the night and
during the day.
Viewers were transfixed by the
Chilean state video feed: a youare-there view from a camera
mounted on top of the rescue
capsule that carried the miners to
the surface. It showed the brilliant
white light at the end of the tun-

Bangkok Thai

10% off for students with id

Authentic Thai Food

Mon-fri: dinner 5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
fri-sun: dinner 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Restaurant
662-513-0085

delivery within 3 miles

Mon-fri: Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

1101 frontage rd - next to days inn

nel getting bigger and bigger and
finally exploding like a starburst
as each man ascended.
“It feels like we’re all there with
them even though we’re so far
away in London,” Jose Torra said
in England. “For once it is a story
with a good ending.”
Some marveled at the miners’
capacity to cope for so long and
wondered how they would have
dealt with the terror and uncertainty.
“It’s pretty amazing to see them
stay down there that long and not
go crazy,” said Tamara Craiu, a
21-year-old student from Singapore who is taking classes in London. “I’d go mad.”
Many watched the first miner
rescued on their laptops late Tuesday night and continued following the drama on their computers
at work Wednesday. Joyous reacSee MINERS, PAGE 7

Hosted by the
Panhellenic Council
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OXFORD STILL OVERRUN WITH WHITE-TAILED DEER
BY ASHLEIGH DAVIS
The Daily Mississippian

Oxford is overrun with white-tailed deer.
Deer are a huge nuisance in the community and have
caused several wrecks, thousands of dollars in property
damage, and threats to small animals and children.
In the past year, Oxford, in conjunction with the US
Department of Agriculture and the MS Department of
Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks, has developed the Urban
Deer Management Plan.
“We are not trying to get rid of the deer, we just want
them at a manageable number to where people still see
the deer and you have a healthy herd,” Jimmy Allgood,
deer management coordinator, said.
Not only are there several reports of accidents due to
deer on the road, but numbers may even be higher due
to the fact not all are reported, Allgood said.
No deaths have been reported yet in Oxford. In other
communities, there have been several reports of biker
vs. deer accidents that have been deadly. With Oxford
being a big biking community, this has raised concerns,
Allgood said.
The cost of damages to vehicles and personal property
has affected people economically.
Within the city limits, Oxford has had residents report $4,000 to $7,000 dollars in annual damages to
decks, porches, shrubbery and other landscaping.
Deer have also harassed children in play areas and
backyards, causing parents to take concern for their
safety, Allgood said. There are no reports of actual attacks on children, but since there have been reports in
other communities, Oxford has felt the need to take
precaution.
The city’s official plan was approved on August 3 by
federal and state laws and has been adopted by the
Board of Aldermen.

This plan allows the city to have an urban archery
program that goes into effect every year on October 1,
which coincides with the state hunting season.
Oxford is under a special animal control permit from
the Department of Wildlife that allows them to take
the number of deer they need to. The state keeps track
of the number killed and conducts frequent check-ins
that keep up with numbers and biological information on the deer, then tells them when they have taken
enough.
The goals of the management plan are to involve the
community in an awareness program that informs
people how wildlife and humans impact each other, to
develop a wildlife task force that will keep the management plan updated on a regular basis and to develop a
set of controls within the community to help limit the
growth of the deer population.
In the deer management plan, there are several scare
tactics that people can implement to prevent deer from
encroaching on their property. This includes the planting of specific non-appetizing plants, sprays that can be
applied on foliage, motion-sensor lights and fencing.
The city has also issued a ban on the feeding of deer.
“Once a household contributes to the feeding of deer,
the deer tend to wander to other houses in search of
food. The deer become dependent on humans and it
draws them onto your property as well as your neighbors,” Allgood said.
The members conduct a road survey twice a year in
the fall and spring seasons, where they take certain
routes through the city to take a count of the deer. If
the population has decreased, then they know the plan
is working. If numbers increase, they make alterations
to the plan to make it more efficient.
Applications for landowners and hunters are now being accepted.

Coming Out Week Events at Ole Miss
Monday, October 11
GSA was in front of the Union
handing out support bracelets
and information on coming
out and being an ally.
The Isom Center Hosted:
“Coming Out Faithfully: Faith,
Religion and Sexualities” panel
discussion in recognition of
National Coming Out Day
Noon, Faulkner Room, in Archives and Special Collections,
3rd Floor, J.D. Williams Library
Wednesday, October 13
Hear Our Story: a sharing of
coming out stories Allies have
coming out stories, too. :)
Email olemissgsa@gmail.com
for more info.
Thursday, October 14
LAMBDA Discussion - 5pm
in Peabody 309
Hosted by OUTlaw - 6pm in
Room 110 - Professor Halls
will present information on
the Prop 8 Trial.
Pizza will be served.
Friday, October 15
Meet the Grand Marshals of

the Midsouth Pride Parade.
Westin Memphis Beale Street,
Friday, October 15, 6 p.m. - 8
p.m.
Admission is free.
Saturday, October 16
Midsouth Pride Parade in

Memphis - http://www.midsouthpride.org/
“Pouring Tea: Black Gay Men
of the South Tell Their Tales”
written and performed by E.
Patrick Johnson.
7 p.m,, Meek Hall auditorium.
Free and open to the public.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Council on Academic Accreditation in Audiology
and Speech-Language Pathology (CAA) will be on the
campus of The University of Mississippi to complete a
program site-visit for the re-accreditation application of
the Department of Communication Sciences and
Disorders. As part of their visit, the site visit team would
like to meet with individuals of the public who wish to
contribute information about the program. This is an
invitation to clients of the clinic, their family members,
community members, Alumni, and employers of alumni
to attend this Public Meeting. The meeting will be held
in George Hall, room 204 on Monday, October 25,
2010, at 3:15. Please make every effort to attend.
A copy of the Standards for Accreditation and/or the
CAA’s Policy on Public Comment may be obtained by
contacting the Accreditation Office at ASHA, 2200
Research Blvd., Rockville, Maryland 20850, calling
ASHA’s Action Center at 1-800-498-2071, or accessing
the documents on ASHA’s website at:
http://asha.org/about/credentialing/accreditation/

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian
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Taking Care of Business: Meet the Dean
BY LAUREN SMITH
The Daily Mississippian

KEN CRYEE | The Daily Mississippian

TONIGHT 5:30 & 10
CHANNEL 99
NEWSWATCH

Those with a major not in the
School of Business Administration may not be familiar with the
school’s dean. Ken Cyree took an
unusual route to the University of
Mississippi.
Cyree got his undergraduate degree from West Georgia College,
going to class at night. He was the
first person in his immediate family
to graduate from college.
“I am a very atypical student,”
Cyree said. “I worked full-time
while I was going to school. I was
paying for it out of my own pocket.
It took me eight years to get a degree!”
Cyree originally majored in computer science before switching to
business.
“My first major was computer
science,” he said. “The best thing
that happened to me in college was
I made a D. My professor held me
accountable. It probably changed
my life. It got my attention.”
After making the change to business, Cyree went on to receive a
master’s and Ph.D. from the University of Tennessee. After graduating, he began his academic career at
Bryant College in Rhode Island.
In 1999, his family moved to
Hattiesburg, Miss., where he spent
three years as an assistant professor of finance at the University of
Southern Mississippi. From 200204, Cyree was assistant professor of
finance at Texas Tech in Lubbock,
Texas. In 2004, he and his family
moved again, this time to Oxford
where he became Chair of Banking.
He served as the School of Business’

Interim Dean in 2008, becoming
dean in 2009.
In 2009, the Ole Miss School
of Business Administration was
ranked No. 83 by U.S. News and
World Report, placing it in the top
five percent in the nation. This is a
jump of more than 10 places from
its No. 99 ranking the previous year.
The school’s Risk Management and
Insurance Program has been consistently ranked among the top 10 in
the country by Business Insurance
magazine.
“The School of Business is going
to a new level because of Dr. Cyree’s
leadership,” said Sue Hodge, assistant to the dean for undergraduate
programs. “He doesn’t expect more
of others than he does of himself.
He is eager for the success of the
school and the university.”
That Cyree continues to teach is,
for some, most impressive.
“I admire his devotion to the
school and teaching,” Stuart E.
Schafer, adjunct instructor in management, said. “Even though he
could avoid teaching and just be an
administrator, he still teaches a class
every semester. I respect that and I
respect him.”
Cyree teaches Fin 537, a banking
management class that meets one
day a week.
“He’s a great teacher and he continues to teach,” said Bethany Cooper, director of corporate relations
and MBA service. “He makes it a
priority to continue to teach.”
Cooper also touts Cyree’s leadership. “I think he enjoys being a
leader and he’s just a great leader for
us.”
Cyree spends most of his time

traveling on behalf of the School of
Business. He is usually gone three
out of every four weeks. When he
travels, Cyree is visiting with alumni, recruiting students and helping
secure jobs for current students.
Though in the past Cyree has
typically left a position after two or
three years, Ole Miss seems to suit
him. “My intention is to finish out
my career here,” he said.
As for Oxford, it seems to suit
him, too. “I’m a small-town kind of
guy,” he said.
He was born in Dalton, Ga., and
graduated from Northwest Whitfield High. He married his high
school sweetheart, Lori, in 1984
and had a son, Kyle, in 1986.
His son, Kyle, graduated from
Texas Tech University and earned a
master’s degree from Emerson College in Boston. His wife, Lori, was
a kindergarten teacher at the Montessori School in Oxford, and now
tutors kids.
Cyree is a fan of golf and enjoys
playing it when he has the time. He
cheers for the “old guys,” as he calls
them. His favorite player is Rocco
Mediate, but he also likes Fred
Couples, Steve Stricker and David
Duvall. He liked Tiger Woods, too,
until his personal scandals surfaced
last year. In a cabinet in his office
is a collection of golf balls from
each course he has visited. He also
displays Ole Miss memorabilia in
his cabinet, along with Tennessee
memorabilia. But as Cyree points
out, “Ole Miss stuff is on the top.”
Where will you find Cyree when
he retires?
“Living on a golf course,” he
said.

Poets speak at Honors Convocation
BY HILLARY GOODFELLOW
The Daily Mississippian

Robert Hass and Brenda Hillman
are not just poets. They are professors, environmental activists, and
husband and wife.
Tuesday night the two served as
guest lecturers for the Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College Fall Convocation.
Hass has been awarded the National Book Award and the Pulitzer
Prize, and twice the national Book
Critics’ Circle Award. He currently
is a professor of English at University of California-Berkeley.
Hass served as US Poet Laureate
from 1995 – 1997. During this
time he focused on battling American illiteracy and promoting environmental awareness.
Hillman is currently the Olivia
Filippi Professor of Poetry at Saint
Mary’s College in Moraga, Calif.
She is the author of eight collections of poetry. Among the fellowships she has received are the
National Endowment for the Arts
and the Guggenheim Foundation
Fellowship.
She is also an active member of

Codepink, a women’s organization
promoting peace and social justice,
while working towards ending
wars, according to its website.
Douglass
Sullivan-Gonzalez,
Dean of the Honors College, said
the fall convocation is a way to
show the college’s identity.
“These represent what we stand
for,” Sullivan-Gonzalez said. “The
serve to answer the fundamental
questions that drive us.”
Honors students enjoy the opportunity to interact with these speakers Sullivan-Gonzalez said. Several
students were able to eat dinner
with Hass and Hillman
during their visit.
Hillman spoke about her four
tools for thinkers. She said these
tools are a way for students to
“sharpen what they already know.”
These tools focused on heightening one’s sense of awareness and
involvement.
“Find something specific to your
heart and work for the responsible
use of it,” Hillman said.
Hass expanded on this topic when
he spoke about students inheriting
the earth.
“You are going to inherit the earth.

It is one of life’s tasks and deep
pleasures,” he said. “You must pass
it on better than you found it.”
Both Hillman and Hass included
stories about nature and endangered animals.
Hillman mentioned the option of
a black bear for the new Ole Miss
on field mascot as being a potential
positive for the endangered animal.
Hillman left the audience with
the advice to keep poetry in their
lives.
Colby Woods, a freshman in the
Honors College, said he enjoyed
listening to Hass and Hillman.
“It was different than what I expected, but I really enjoyed them,”
he said. “I enjoyed their funny anecdotes. They were very interesting
people.”
Sullivan-Gonzalez said the Honors College invited Hass and Hillman in conjunction with the English Department.
During their stay in Oxford, Hass
and Hillman each did a poetry
reading.
The Honors College will host
Dr. Louise Leakey for their Spring
Convocation in February.
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MINERS,

continued from page 4

tion poured out across Twitter
and Facebook, as viewers worldwide witnessed the story unfolding in real time.
Some instantly offered their casting suggestions for a Hollywood
movie about the ordeal: Tom
Cruise, Ben Affleck, Nicolas Cage.
The Web site Movieline.com suggested five directors, including
Ron Howard (“Apollo 13”).
In Mexico, some Internet users posted bittersweet messages,
praising Chile’s government but
expressing regret that their country could not save the 65 miners
who died in 2006 after an explosion in a coal mine.
In Spain, Elias Saguillo, one of
some 50 Spanish coal miners who
staged a monthlong underground
protest in September over unpaid
wages and demands for subsidies,
said he and his colleagues followed
the Chilean ordeal day after day.
“Mainly we are proud of how
the Chilean miners endured.
From the first day through to the
end, they behaved like true miners,” Saguillo said after finishing
his shift at the Las Cuevas mine,
where he and colleagues spent 28
days at a depth of 1,650 feet.
In China, the rescue was prominently displayed on virtually all
the major Chinese news Web sites.
State television ran a segment on
its evening broadcast, while the
official news agency Xinhua carried an editorial praising the rescue: “For more than two months,
the miners, families, citizens and
the government all have created a
miracle of life. The rescue reflects
the shining moment of human
nature.”
China’s mining industry is considered by far the world’s deadliest, with more than 2,600 coal
miners killed last year in blasts
and other accidents.
Those figures reflect a decrease
from previous years as the government moved to improve safety
by shutting down many illegal
mines.
The rescue was big news in
South Korea, Japan, Germany,
France and Poland, a coal mining country that has also suffered
many tragic mining accidents.
Clifford Aron, an American
businessman who lives in Poland,
said he was deeply moved by the
heroism of the miners and the
quality of Chile’s leaders.
“The obvious contrast is with
America,” said Aron, a 52-yearold Brooklyn native. “With
Hurricane Katrina, the Bush administration was completely incompetent and out to lunch on
the human tragedy. With the BP
oil spill, the Obama approach was
to punt over responsibility to BP.
The Chileans have shown us
what leadership and crisis management is all about. Lives were
at stake and the whole machinery
of government snapped into action.”
He said the miners showed stunning resilience.

“This was the most amazing
story I had ever seen,” he said.
“Those miners are the greatest
heroes I can think of — for their
endurance and solidarity in the
most unimaginable conditions.
What an inspiration to us all to
learn how to get along.”
The TV coverage also had special resonance for Todd Russell
and Brant Webb, two Australian
gold miners who were trapped by
an earthquake more than half a
mile underground for two weeks
in 2006.
Both said they were overcome
by emotion as they watched from
half a world away.
But Russell, 38, warned that the
freed miners face a harsh adjustment.
He has suffered from insomnia
and nightmares since his rescue
and has been diagnosed with post

traumatic stress disorder, which
he blames for the collapse of his
marriage.
“They’ve got a long way to go,”
he told Australia’s Nine Network
television. “They’re only in the
early stages of their release.”
In the coalfields of West Virginia,
union representative and former
coal miner William Chapman
was riveted by the images of men
— brothers, in a sense — being
plucked one by one from what
could have been their tomb. “It’s
a miracle,” he said.
West Virginia has seen at least
two major coal mining disasters
since 2006 — the Sago explosion
that left 12 men dead, and the Upper Big Branch blast six months
ago that killed 29 workers.
The Chilean miners “may be in
a different country or whatever,”
Chapman said, but it doesn’t mat-

ter. “There’s a bond there.”
In Los Angeles, the Staples Center played news footage of the rescue on the overhead scoreboard
during breaks in play at the Los
Angeles Kings-Atlanta Thrashers hockey game, eliciting warm
cheers from the crowd.
Expatriate Chileans followed the
drama from thousands of miles
away.
The manager of a Chilean restaurant in New York City wore a
miner’s helmet with “Esperanza”
— Spanish for “hope” — on it.
At the Sabores Chilenos restaurant in Miami, about 40 people
gathered Tuesday night to watch
the rescue.
As the first miner entered the
capsule and began the journey
up, they held hands and said the
Lord’s Prayer — an act Chileans
around the U.S. participated in.

“It was the same sensation as seeing images of when man reached
the moon,” waitress Ingrid Sufan
said.
When the first miner reached
the surface, the crowd drank
champagne and sang the Chilean
national anthem.
On Wednesday, people continued to come in and out of the
restaurant, eyes glued to the television.
“I’m here, but it’s as if I was
there,” said Pedro Lobolledo,
who stopped in on his way to
work cleaning a medical building.
“Look how I am,” he said, pointing to the hairs standing up on his
arms.
“We are accustomed to catastrophe,” he said, referring to the
earthquake that struck Chile earlier this year.
“And now a miracle.”
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Tricia’s at 1308
662-236-7771

Rush Special!
Guys Cuts $12
Mani, Pedi, AND Brow Wax for only $50!

Come in today!
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CoLors
Cuts
CurLs
Walk-ins Welcome
Monday-Friday
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NEW SHIPMENT OF

SEVERAL
STYLES AND
COLORS TO
CHOOSE FROM!

SWEATS!

304 S. LAMAR BLVD. OXFORD, 38655
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haircuts • highlights • color

(662) 236-2639

Beat the RUSH!
Largest selection of Greek Items!

$10
Off Pedicure and
$10 Manicure Package

Off Any Color Service
with a Hair Cut

offer expires
at the end of
October

1902 University Avenue
662-234-0404

Bring in
ad for discount

9:30-5:30 MON-SAT • 238-2900

On the Square

Open Bid Day Sunday!
Good Luck
to all the
Fraternities and
Sororities with Rush!
Bette’s Flowers
1298 University Avenue
Oxford, Mississippi 38655
(662) 234-6717
www.bettesflowers.com

e RUSH!
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Look awesome for rush from your head to your toes,
because here at Nail-Thology anything goes!

The Study of Nails by Chris Le & Steve Le
spa
manicure/pedicure

GOT
SOLAR NAILS!
234-9911
1535 University Ave.

9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Monday - Saturday

Cotten Tutoring
119 Old Taylor Road (Before The Mark)

Start your year off right!
Come to Cotten Tutoring for all
your Tutoring Needs.

Cotten is always looking for qualiﬁed tutors in any subject

ACCOUNTING
Economics
Business
Finance
Management

234-2232
$500 Off Coupon
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Be a VIP at Magnolia Yoga Shala
BY ASHLEY BALL
The Daily Mississippian

AMBER HELSEL | The Daily Mississippian

People often mistake yoga for an
exercise with lots of funny poses.
However, they never really take the
time to ask themselves, “What exactly is yoga?”
Yoga is more than stretching and
heavy breathing.
Yoga is more than a religious practice. It is the spiritual practice of balancing things in life through physical activity.
Having to juggle work, homework,
dating, and a social life, students all
need a little balance, right?
Ole Miss alumni Lee Scott and his
wife Naomi are the new owners of
Magnolia Yoga Shala, a private inhome yoga studio, located in Oxford on 600 Happy Lane.
Lee spent nearly 10 years in Japan
teaching English. There, he met his
wife Naomi.
While in Japan, Lee experienced
an injury that required him to do
some form of light exercise. He
tried pilates first.
“Something was just missing,”
Scott said.
He switched gears from pilates to
yoga, and the transition changed his
life.
“Yoga is very important in our
lives,” Scott said. “I wanted to be
back home, and I needed to be
closer to my family, Oxford was the
perfect place to start our business.”

The two said they hope to improve the lives of Oxford residents,
especially college students, by introducing Ashtanga yoga.
Students often think they might be
too busy for yoga, but the Scotts offer a very convincing argument for
why everyone should practice yoga.
“It’s very easy to get caught up
in many other things,” Scott said.
“Yoga helps you let go and put
things into perspective. It provides
many health benefits, physically
and mentally. Yoga is designed to
quiet the mind and allow followers
to feel at ease.”
Studies show that individuals who
have a continuous practice of yoga
see significant improvements in
their flexibility, muscular strength,
endurance and balance, according
to Dawn Boehde and John Porcari,
PhD, of the University of Wisconsin.
Lee and Naomi have come up with
the top ten reasons to try Magnolia
Yoga Shala.
Among those top ten reasons listed, I have selected the top three for
college students from their list:
1) Stress Relief
Yoga decreases the physical effects
of stress on the body. By encouraging relaxation, yoga helps to lower
the levels of stress hormones. Yoga
has been proven to lower blood
pressure and heart rate, improve digestion and boost the immune sys-

tem, as well as easing symptoms of
conditions such as anxiety, depression, fatigue, asthma and insomnia.
2) Weight Management
Yoga can help weight control efforts by reducing the cortisol levels
as well as by burning excess calories
and reducing stress. Yoga also encourages healthy eating habits and
provides a heightened sense of wellbeing and self-esteem.
3) Inner Peace
The meditative sides of yoga help
many to reach a deeper, more spiritual and more satisfying place in
their lives.
Many who begin to practice for
other reasons have reported this to
be an essential reason that yoga has
become an essential part of their
daily lives.
An established business since June,
Magnolia Yoga Shala already has
regular customers. Their mission
to influence and improve the lives
of others has already become reality. The Scotts provide a new, hip
method for working out.
Prices are reasonable too – show
an Ole Miss student ID, and each
session is only $10. Plus, during the
entire month of October, Magnolia
Yoga Shala will have a two-for-one
special.
Sessions are Sunday through Saturday (closed on Friday).
For more information visit www.
magnoliayogashala.com.

UM grad writes cookbook, discusses the North and the South
BY CAIN MADDEN
The Daily Mississippian

Susanne Reed and Elizabeth
Heiskell are the co-writers of “Somebody Stole the Cornbread from my
Dressing,” a book about Southern
cooking and the differences between
the dining habits of the North and
the South.

For these two childhood friends,
the impetus for this book all started
when Reed began dating a man
from the North.
“I kept telling her, what are you doing? You will end up falling head over
heels, marry him and end up moving up North,” Heiskell said. “Well,
three months after she moved up

211 s. lamar, OxfOrd

662-236-0050

tonight

moon

taxi

north, she called me in the middle
of winter, hysterical and in tears.”
At first, Heiskell thought something might be wrong with Reed’s
mother.
“I didn’t know why she would be
so upset,” Heiskell said. “It turns
out, she was outside by herself shoveling snow — in tears.”
Two months later, Reed called
Heiskell again, and this time both of
the women ended up in tears by the
end of the conversation.
“She had just come back from a
wedding, and told me that they used
regular bread in dressing, and not
cornbread,” Heiskell, lead instructor
at the Viking Cooking School, said.
“She knew that if there were crimes
committed against food, I would
take notice.”
After that conversation, Reed
wrote an article on the wedding for
Delta Magazine, which got a huge
response. The pair then considered
writing a book.
“She would write hilarious stories
about events in both the North and
the South, and I’d write recipes for
the way food should be served at the
occasions,” Heiskell said.
For instance, there are stories revolving around Thanksgiving dinner in the North and the South.
“I offer funny stories of Thanksgiving experiences in both the North
and the South, and Elizabeth gives
the reader a full Southern menu of
what to serve at that occasion,” Reed

said.
Reed, an Ole Miss alumna, said
the tailgating chapter could interest
Oxford and Ole Miss.
“The majority of the chapter is
about my time spent in the Grove,”
Reed said.
Heiskell said she did have one regret.
“The Chocolate Bundt Cake,”
Heiskell said. “Everyone has greatgrandmother’s recipes that taste fabulous, but are not complicated.”
The cake recipe was one Heiskell
said she would use in a pinch to take
to a funeral.
“I am giving it a bad rap, but it
is an incredibly tasty quick-mix
cake,” Heiskell said. “And there are
a lot of recipes in the book that are
very much beautiful recipes that are
made from scratch.”
When it came to getting published,
however, writing the book seemed
easy as cake, Reed said.
“There were many rejection letters,
from both agents and publishers,”
Reed said. “They all loved the title
but said we didn’t have a big platform, meaning, we don’t know a lot
of people who can help us sell the
book. The authors have to help in
marketing the book these days, and
the more people you know, the better.”
Reed said she remembers the moment when a publisher did finally
agree to publish the book.
“I remember Elizabeth and I be-

ing on the phone, giggling, laughing and so excited,” Reed said. “We
were so proud – I’m sure if anyone
heard our conversation they would
have thought two teenagers were on
the phone discussing who had just
asked them to prom.”
Reed, who holds a Ph.D. in educational leadership from Ole Miss,
first expressed her interest in writing
when she was working as a secretary
at the English department.
“I was inspired by Barry Hannah,
Larry Brown and so many other
published and locally famous writers,” Reed said.
“I remember talking to them secretly about my desire to write and
each one encouraged me to pursue
it – even if I never got published, at
least I could say I tried.”
The writers ended up choosing a
smaller publisher – The Overmountain Press – for “Somebody Stole the
Cornbread from my Dressing,” so
they would have a publisher that
could make them their No. 1 client.
Being published has been good
for business, said Heiskell, who has
also had recipes published in Delta
Magazine and Southern Living.
“Just because someone has my
recipe for this, does not mean they
are not going to call me anymore,”
Heiskell said. “I think it has been really good for business — any advertising helps.”
The pair will sign copies at Square
Books Nov. 9 at 5 p.m.
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BY ANDY PAUL The Daily Mississippian

reasons you’ll be OK with homosexuals in the military

1 “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” was a Stupid Name

On Tuesday, a federal judge barred the U.S. military from enforcing the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy which has been in place for 17 years. Let’s be honest here,
though, the judge didn’t get rid of this controversial bill because of its discriminatory policy — they did it because the name sucked. Every movement in America needs
a good title, folks. Just look at the Tea Party, PETA and Scientology (it sounds like a real, sensible thing, but it’s not!). “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” sounds like a drinking game
you play during a foam party at the Levee. I don’t know for sure, though, because I don’t get invited to such things.

2That One Person You Know is Gay, Trust Me

National Coming Out Day was on Monday, but for some reason, a few at Ole Miss chose not to celebrate accordingly. Not surprising, since there’s a shiny new mascot
to pick — I feel like we’re all in a wondrous mascot store lately, a wondrous, secondhand, Goodwill mascot store. Anyway, some people are still in the closet around
here, and given the statistics you probably know at least one of them. Sorry, it’s just the truth. You’re alright with them now, so I sort of doubt it should change all that much
if they were to come out.

3Blah Blah More Fashionable Blah

I could go into that standard joke about how the gay and lesbian community would make the army look better, but I feel that’s been done about as much as an article
justifying homosexuals in the military. Hey, don’t give me that look. You try doing this every week and see how you fare. And anyway, it’s a Thursday at Ole Miss, how
good are you really looking after your midterms when compared to a man or woman in uniform?

4Ian McKellan is Gay

Let that one sink in. I’ll give you a minute to do the Sudoku and get back to me. Done? Good. Yep, Gandalf is gay, and are you honestly going to tell Gandalf what he
can and cannot do? I didn’t think so.

5Do ‘Em a Favor, Geez

OK, so you aren’t alright with the whole “gay marriage” thing. You are Totes McGotes entitled to your opinion, and hey, given the current state of affairs, it seems like
you are sort of winning that battle, legal-wise. But let’s be honest, if you don’t want gays in the military, you sort of just have it out for them. Look, you may not like them,
but you got to hand it to ‘em: They know this, and still want to protect your pretty little head.

6I Don’t See You in Iraq Right Now

That’s right, buddy. I know you aren’t defending your nation overseas because I can see you. Look to your left, I’m that guy cowering in the corner not defending America,
either. If a gay guy wants to volunteer to get shot at abroad, more power to him. They’re way manlier than I’ll ever be.

7The World’s Going to End Soon, Anyway

Look at the signs around you. The environment is going haywire, the economy is in the pits and Avatar made millions of extra dollars last month for eight extra minutes of
clumsy, cliché (but so 3-D!) dialogue. I’m sure there’s at least one Bible verse I can distort to suit this theory, too. It’s time to probably kiss all this goodbye. With this lovely,
eighth-grade goth kid mentality in mind, you might as well just go ahead and let them in the recruitment center.

8You Just Don’t Care, Really

Think about it for a second. Which is more important to you: the rights of gays in the military or how you can best plan your next “Save Colonel Reb” demonstration
before Southern pride and tradition is destroyed forever and we completely forget that history ever happened?

9And Hey, It’s In Your Best Interest Not to Care

Speaking of forgetting, since Colonel Reb was removed, history seems to be fading from my memory. It’s just like everyone predicted in the Grove! With
our beloved mascot gone, who is going to remember that the South got beat in the Civil War? Hard. I’m telling you, ignorance is bliss. Just keep saying that
Colonel Reb is a generous old man who let poor minorities work the large amount of land he obtained morally, and it’s practically the truth!

10It’s, You Know, 2010

Alright, so I’ve given nine other reasons why gays and lesbians in the military are okay. The point is, it’s the
twenty-ﬁrst century, my scaredy-cat friends, and it’s time to, you know, grow up. And if you can’t, well, they’re
the ones with the guns and military training.
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HOMES FOR SALE

FSBO - LIKE NEW 3BR/3BA 1800 sq.
ft.; Walk-in-Closets; Large Fenced-in
Yard; Hardwood Floors, Close to Everything! $119,500. Call Jaklyn: (228)2170278

6th Annual Japan Foundation Film Series:
Japanese Films of the 1960’s

“Age of Assassins”
Thursday, October 14th at 7PM
Oxford Malco Studio Cinema

Free and Open to the Public!

APARTMENT FOR RENT
1 & 2 BR APARTMENTS- On Orange
Bus Route!! Unfurnished Starting at
$545 or We Will
Make Moving Easy and Furnish Your
Apartment for $50/mo (2BR) or $25/mo
(1BR)! Free
Golf and other Amenities! Call The Links
today at 662-513-4949.
2 LOFTS For rent above 208 Restaurant. Call 234-0005 (662)234-4224
1,2,3 BEDROOM APTS available. Spacious ﬂoor plans that feature all appliances. Cable and internet included.
Less than 1 mile from campus and pets
are welcome. 662-281-0402
1 BEDROOM, 1 Bath, Grad/ Law/ Professionals, Close to Campus, www.
leaseoxford.com, Massey Prop Mgmt
(662)816-8685

HOUSE FOR RENT
4BD/3BA GUMTREE SUBDIVISION
All appliances. $1000/ month. $1000
deposit, available now. (662)236-3100

FURNISHED

3 bedroom/2bath home
Like new; lawn service included. $1100
mo. Mature only.
662-329-1442 (662)574-0066
TAYLOR MEADOWS 2 Bed/2 Bath
brick houses for rent on Old Taylor
Road. Available now. (662)801-8255
3 BR/ 3 Ω BATH HOUSE- $1200/
month. Vaulted ceilings, granite, patio
w/ fan, stainless steel appl. Very nice
house. Available January. Call Summit
Management. (662) 513-999
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2BR/2BA
Home with Sunroom and Fireplace
$850/ month.
Free Recorded Message Ph.641-7153900 Ext.3149718#

WEEKEND RENTAL
FURNISHED 3 Bedroom apt. near hospital fully furnished $1000.00 per month.
662-202-5020
ARE YOU READY?? Football weekends and more! Check out our availability list online. www.oxfordtownhouse.
com (662)801-6692

CLEANING
CONNIE’S CLEANING SERVICE Residential, ofﬁce, and apartment cleaning.
15 years experience. Supplys furnished.
(662)230-3122

PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
conﬁdential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
com. (662)234-4414
RLW UPHOLSTERY DESIGNS over
35 years experience in furniture, auto,
boats & aircraft. Call Randy 662-8321556 Google us

PART-TIME
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training
Provided Call 1-800-965-6520 EXT155
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
MAKE 50 CENTS to $2.50 on every cup
of coffee someone else drinks. Would
you be interested? Call 901-605-5236
for more information.
POSITION AVAILABLE Customer Service/ Technical Support End2End Public Safety has openings for part-time
customer service and technical support positions. Seeking individuals with
strong IT background or wanting to gain
experience in IT. Responsibilities: Technical support via phone and email for
software applications, Installation of applications, trouble shooting applications
errors. Great opportunity to learn all
aspects of software development, support, working with Microsoft SQL Server
and. NET. Flexible hours. Send resume
and letter of interest to employment@
end2endpublicsafety.com.
(662)5130999

UNIVERSITY DD WANTS
YOU!

Want extra money working part-time?
University DD seeks nighttime designated drivers, receptionists, and promoters. Email job@UniversityDD.com
and visit UniversityDD.com
BARTENDERS NEEDED EARN $250
per shift, no experience required, will
train, FT/ PT call now! 877.405.1078
ext. 2401
EXPERIENCED GRAPHIC DESIGNER
needed. Must have knowledge of InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark.
Part time send resume to Callahan’s
Quick Print 1735 University Ave. Oxford, MS 38655.

EMPLOYMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

GARRETT, FRIDAY & GARNER, PLLC

Preston Ray Garrett

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/
classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or
cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through
Friday year round, when school is
in session.

Classified ads must be prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per word
Online-exclusive features also
available

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer
unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503
MARKET RESEARCHERS WANTED

Global company expanding looking for
market researchers to work with your
busy schedule. Great income! Call and
leave message. Marketing research
department representative will contact
within 24 - 48 hours to determine qualiﬁcation (800)940-8945 (800)940-8945
(800)940-8945

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
3500 ADULT RENTAL COSTUMES.
Open 9-3, Jo’s Auto Clean-Up and Costume Shop. 2524 University Avenue.

DUI
DEFENSE
Let our legal team work for you.

PETS FOR ADOPTION
SAVE 9 LIVES! Adopt a rescued cat or
kitten. www.9livescatrescue.org.

(662) 281-0438

1205 Office Park Drive, Oxford, MS 38655

The above listing of these areas does not indicate certification of expetise herein.
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Live @ Off Square Books

Rebel Radio 92.1 FM
Author:

T.R. Pearson

Musical
Guest:

Charlie Musselwhite

Musical
Guest: Trinity House Of Prayer
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Mississippi River

SUDOKU©©Puzzles
Puzzles by Pappocom
SUDOKU
by Pappocom

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

HOW TO PLAY
HOW TO PLAY

Complete the grid so
Complete
the column
grid so
that
every row,
that
every
row,
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and 3x3 box contains
the
and
3x3
box
contains
the
numbers 1 through 9 with
numbers
1
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9
with
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no repeats
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PAUL’S POWER POLL: WEEK 7
Sports Editor

4. LSU (6-0 overall, 4-0 in SEC,
5th last week): Everyone knows at
least one person in the world that
has every reason to fail but doesn’t. It
could be that loser who has the hot
girlfriend or that guy who paints pictures of trees and wins the lottery. Les
Miles is “that guy” in the SEC.
5. Arkansas (4-1 overall, 1-1 in
SEC, 3rd last week): Ryan Mallett tossed three touchdowns in the
first half against Texas A&M, but
didn’t do much after that. Arkansas
claimed victory after Jerrod Johnson’s
hail mary in the end zone was batted
down.
6. Florida (4-2 overall, 2-2 in SEC,
6th last week): Perhaps Urban Meyer
should have called it quits like he
had planned. The Florida defense –
stock full of former blue-chip preps
– looked silly at times against LSU’s
laughable QB tandem of Jordan Jefferson and Jarrett Lee.

7. Mississippi State (4-2 overall, 1-2
in SEC, 7th last week): What kind
of a team is the Cleveland Cavaliers
without Lebron James? The answer is
the same kind of a team that Houston is without Case Keenum. The
Bulldogs beat up on the “Keenumless” Cougars, a team also missing
their second-string QB. Sorry Dan,
but that’s not impressive.
8. Ole Miss (3-2 overall, 1-1 in SEC,
8th last week): South Carolina’s victory over Alabama might have been
the worst thing that could have happened for idle Ole Miss. The Rebels
come off their bye week with the task
of facing a hornet’s nest in Alabama
and Nick Saban.
9. Kentucky (3-3 overall, 0-3 in
SEC, 9th last week): Randall Cobb
and Derrick Locke continued their
phenomenal play against Auburn,
but a last-minute field goal by the Tigers’ Wes Byrum sealed the win for

Gene Chizik and the boys.
10. Georgia (2-4 overall, 1-3 in
SEC, 12th last week): Georgia’s big
win over Tennessee doesn’t fix things
in Athens, but the emergence of redshirt freshman Aaron Murray is a definite positive. Murray accounted for
four scores in the Bulldogs’ first SEC
win of the year.
11. Vanderbilt (2-3 overall, 1-1 in
SEC, 11th last week): It’s not often
that the Commodores come out on
the winning end of a 52-6 game. The
fact that the victory came against
Eastern Michigan puts things in perspective.
12. Tennessee (2-4 overall, 0-3 in
SEC, 10th last week): It seems the
Volunteers have hit rock bottom in
Knoxville. Former coach Lane Kiffin,
now at Southern California, left current coach Derek Dooley in a tough
situation and it showed in Georgia’s
41-14 demolition of Tennessee.

SAWYER,

continued from page 16

off their talents.
One player who took full advantage of that opportunity
was redshirt freshman Charles
Sawyer. Sawyer, who suffered
a concussion late in the game
against Kentucky, has recorded
the only Ole Miss interception
this year.
For Sawyer, this concussion
was not the first he has experienced on the football field.
“This is my third, but it’s
part of the game,” Sawyer said.
“They say once you get one, it’s
easier to have another one. I’m
concerned, but I’m not worried. When you’re playing, you
can’t worry about that.
For those expecting Sawyer to
be cautious or timid when he
steps onto the field Saturday
night against Alabama, that

Please drink responsibly.

BY PAUL
KATOOL

1. Auburn (6-0 overall, 3-0 in SEC,
2nd last week): The Tigers find themselves all alone atop my Southeastern
Conference rankings by virtue of an
Alabama loss and a previous win over
South Carolina.
Quarterback Cam Newton is the
most exciting player in the conference.
2. South Carolina (4-1 overall, 2-1
in SEC, 4th last week): The Gamecocks’ win over mighty Alabama is
made better by the fact that it was a
Steve Spurrier-coached team that did
the job. South Carolina is set to run
away with the SEC East title.
3. Alabama (5-1 overall, 2-1 in
SEC, 1st last week): The Crimson
Tide’s loss meant the first defeat for
quarterback Greg McElroy since
he was in the eighth grade. College
freshmen were still playing with their
Pokemon cards when McElroy was in
the eighth grade.

won’t be the case now that he
is healthy again.
“Of course I am going to be
more aware of using good technique, but I won’t back away
from contact,” Sawyer said. “I
had a lot of contact last year
as a redshirt and this year, up
until the fifth game and didn’t
get a concussion, so I can’t sit
around worrying about it.”
Sawyer has spent his week
preparing himself to face Alabama’s wide receivers, specifically Julio Jones and Marquis
Maze. While Jones is questionable for the game with a broken
hand, Ole Miss is still wary of
the tall, physical wide out.
“You don’t change much in
the way you approach a big
receiver like Julio Jones or a
fast one like Mays,” Sawyer
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said. “It’s all about using your
technique. To me, it’s all the
same. Just keep your weight
balanced, stay grounded with
a good base, and play aggressively.”
While Sawyer said he never
faced anyone like Jones in
high school, he said practicing against one of Ole Miss’
current receivers has helped
prepare him for the matchup
nightmares Jones presents.
“We go against Melvin Harris every day, so we are used to
taller receivers,” Sawyer said.
“You just have to battle them
and not give in. Julio will be a
big challenge, but so will their
other receivers.”
Like most of the Rebel football team, Sawyer watched the
Alabama vs. South Carolina
game intently last Saturday.
While he was taking notes on
how to play against Alabama,
Sawyer said he was also pulling
for the Crimson Tide to win.
“I wanted them to beat South
Carolina because we wanted to
play the number one team in
the country — all competitive
athletes do,” Sawyer said. “But
we still know how good they
are and that it will take our
very best to win the game.”
Even if Julio Jones does not
play Saturday, Alabama’s wide
receivers will present the biggest challenge of Sawyer’s
young career. In terms of pure
talent and ability, Sawyer is arguably the best defensive back
the Rebels have on the team.
Ole Miss coaches raved about
Sawyer’s ability and talent during spring and fall practice, and
have waited for that to translate
on the field. That talent was on
display against Kentucky two
weeks ago, and Rebel coaches
hope that Sawyer continues his
great play Saturday.
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THE BUSY LIFE OF ARMINTIE PRICE
Recently back from playing in the WNBA Finals with the Eastern Conference Champions, the Atlanta Dream, Lady Rebels
assistant coach Armintie Price discussed being a professional basketball player, being a newlywed and a coach.
BY KAITLYN DUBOSE
The Daily Mississippian

Q: What is your most memorable moment of your professional basketball career?
A: I would have to say this
most recent, being with the
Atlanta Dream and making it
to the finals this year.
I went through some highs
and lows with Chicago, then
to be able to come with Atlanta and start in the playoffs.
It’s definitely the one that
stands out the most.
Q: Before being traded to the
Atlanta Dream in 2009 you
played two years with the Chicago Sky.
How are the two different?
A: It’s just two different styles
of play with two different
coaches. In Atlanta it’s go with

the flow, not just play like robots.
Chicago was much more
structured and play-by-play.
My style is more like Atlanta,
getting up and down the floor
and freely playing.
Q: You’ve travelled all over
the world playing basketball.
Where have you played, and
which is your favorite?
A: I played in Siberia, Israel
and then in Spain.
I played in Spain the longest;
I was there for seven months.
Israel was beautiful and I was
able to go to Jerusalem and
where Jesus was laid in the
tomb so that was a very deep
moment for me.
But Spain was very beautiful I
stayed on the island, Majorca.
So if I were ever to go back
overseas that’s probably where

I would go.
Q: Talking about God, you
reference your religion in a lot
of interviews and even have a
page dedicated to it on your
website.
How do you think that has affected your career?
A: I do believe everything I
have done is by God’s will.
Even my family moving to
Mississippi from Wisconsin,
and going to a small school, to
playing here at Ole Miss, then
getting drafted, I really do believe that was God’s plan.
I’m very blessed and humbled
by the whole situation.
Q: You recently had your one
year anniversary with your
husband.
How is married life treating
you so far and how do you bal-

ance the WNBA, coaching at
Ole Miss and being a newlywed?
A: It’s been really great. He’s
my best friend, someone I can
talk to and he’s been by my side
through the whole situation.
As far as balance, it takes a
lot of prayer. It’s very difficult
but with communication and
keeping a lot of prayer in our
family we’re able to make it
through.
Q: What was your plan after
college if your professional career didn’t take hold?
A: I wanted to teach. I still
want to teach, really. I want to
teach fourth grade.
I had thought about coming
back to coach here at Ole Miss,
but I never thought it was going to happen this soon actually.

Q: How has playing at the
professional level influenced
your coaching?
A: When I come back to coach
I can see what my coaches talk
about in Atlanta.
It feels like a big cycle. It’s
helped me a lot just to understand how to help them be better athletes.
Q: How are you feeling about
the Lady Rebels upcoming season?
A: Our goal is always to win a
championship. They are good
enough to win, and we are
looking to win the SEC championship.
We have high hopes and six
freshmen full of energy and excited to be here.
They want to work hard and
be great and I think we can.

Ole Miss vs. Alabama at a glance
BY AUSTIN MILLER
The Daily Mississippian

Alabama may have dominated
the series 46-9-2, but Ole Miss
has fared relatively well this
past decade, knocking off the
Crimson Tide in 2001 (27-24)
and 2003 (42-28), while four
of the last five meetings have
been decided by less than a
possession, including a 26-23
overtime loss in 2006.
However, the Rebels have
won only once in 24 chances
in Tuscaloosa (1988), where
this Saturday night’s game will
be played.
In last year’s hyped meeting
between ranked teams, the Ole
Miss defense came up with big

play after big play to keep the
Rebels in the game, holding
Alabama to five field goals and
a lone touchdown.
Four interceptions from Jevan
Snead and only 145 yards of
total offense, including just 19
yards and one first down in the
first half proved too much and
Ole Miss fell to the eventual
National Champions 22-3.
The year before, Alabama
jumped out to a 24-3 first half
lead, but Ole Miss scored 17
unanswered points in the second half and drove the ball
across the 50 on the last drive
of the game, where the Crimson Tide defense stiffened and
held the Rebels to an unsuc-

cessful fourth down try, preserving the 24-20 victory.
Alabama would go on to have
a perfect 12-0 regular season
before falling to Florida in the
SEC Championship and Utah
in the Sugar Bowl.
A controversial illegal touching penalty defined the 2007
meeting.
Ole Miss and Alabama exchanged leads six times, with
the Rebels taking a 24-17 lead
into the fourth quarter.
A 54-yard punt return by
Javier Arenas set up a threeyard touchdown run to tie the
game and a Seth Adams interception led to a go-ahead field
goal for the Crimson Tide.

Then, on 4th-and-22 with
40 seconds left in the game,
Adams completed a 41-yard
pass to Shay Hodge to give
Ole Miss possession inside the
Alabama five yard line. After
a five-minute review showed
Hodge stepped out of bounds
and returned to the field to
make the catch.
The call on the field was overturned and Alabama took over
on downs to seal the 27-24 victory.
This game proved to be the
beginning of the end for both
teams.
Alabama would lose four
straight to end the regular season, including an upset loss to

Louisiana-Monroe, to spoil a
6-2 start.
Ole Miss would go winless in
conference play and Ed Orgeron would be fired as coach of
the Rebels.
Ole Miss’s last victory in the
series came in Mike Shula’s first
year as Alabama head coach,
which followed a tumultuous
offseason that included Dennis Franchione’s departure to
Texas A&M and Mike Price’s
removal as head coach after a
scandal. Ole Miss jumped out
to a 24-0 first quarter lead and
Eli Manning passed for three
touchdowns and rushed for
another in a 43-28 victory in
Oxford.

JACKASS 3D PING-PONG EVENT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2010
8 PM - 12 AM
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SECONDARY HEALTHY AND READY FOR ALABAMA
TWITTER.COM/THEDM_SPORTS • GET INSTANT UPDATES ON YOUR OLE MISS SPORTS

GET YOUR SPORTS NOW
Attention All

internAtionAl

StudentS!

ole Miss Volleyball
vs. Arkansas
Sunday, october 17th
1:30 pm

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Come to the matCh at the Gillom SportS
Center and Get two Free tiCketS to the
ole miSS homeCominG Football Game!
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HALF-PRICED STEAKS

Ole Miss redshirt freshman cornerback Charles Sawyer makes a tackle on a Kentucky defender during the Rebels’ victory over
the Wildcats. Sawyer will be counted on to defend Alabama’s athletic wide receiver corps.

BY BENNETT HIPP
The Daily Mississippian

Heading into Saturday’s game
against Alabama, Ole Miss finally will have a completely
healthy secondary for one of
the few times this season.
The injuries to the secondary
were obviously not what Ole
Miss wanted, but it created
some playing time opportunities for younger players to show
See SAWYER, PAGE 14

